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I. INTRODUCTION 
A band is an idempotent semigroup, i.e., a semigroup in which each 
element x satisfies the identity x2 = n. Thus, the class of all bands is an 
equationally defined class, and so is a variety. There are, of course, sub- 
varieties of this variety of bands. The lattice of all varieties of bands has 
been determined independently by three authors [3,4, 5, 61. 
One particularly interesting point is that each subvariety of bands is 
determined by a single equation. This enables one to identify subvarieties in 
a simple way. For example, the subvariety of normal bands is the class of 
bands satisfying the identity axyb = axyb, and this class is denoted 
[axyb = ayxb]. Some familiarity with the lattice of varieties is assumed 
herein. 
There are several papers which consider the algebraic properties of the 
different varieties of bands. Gerhard [7] has characterized the injectivcs in 
each variety of bands. Nordahl and Scheiblich [13] have studied the pro- 
jectives in the different varieties. Imaoka [9] has considered which varieties 
have different amalgamation properties. There are others. 
In [ 221, Nordahl and Scheiblich introduce a class of unary semigroups, 
i.e., semigroups which also have a unary operator *, x+x*. The * 
operator satisfies the axioms (1) x** = x, (2) xx*x = x, and an involution 
axiom (3) (xv)* = y*x*. These semigroups are called regular * semigroups. 
In this paper, which will deal only with bands, this will be shortened to * 
bands. Thus, a normal * band is a * band which is also a normal band 
[axyb = uyxb], and a reguler * band is a * band which is also a regular 
band [Taxaya = axya] . 
Adair Cl, 21 has studied the variety of * bands, and has found the Lattice 
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r [x=x] 
[uxuya = axya] = [xd= xx*dxd] 
(regular * bands) 
[axyb = uyxb] = [a = ux*u] 
(normal * bands) 
[u=uxu] 
(rectangular * bands) 
[xjJ=yx] = [x=x”] 
(semilattices) 
[a=x] 
The purpose of this paper will be to give information on injectives and 
projectives for each variety of * bands. As in the case of bands (without *), 
more complete information is avaiiable for injectives than for projectives. 
Note from the diagram that if S is a semilattice, then an involution * on 
5’ may be defined in exactly one way, x* =x. Thus, the class of * semilat- 
tices is exactly the class of semilattices. Consequently, Horn and Kimura’s 
characterization of injective and projective semilattices [S] apply to the * 
semilattices as well. The semilattice case will not be mentioned further. 
When V is a class of algebras, an element I of %T is an injective in %? if I 
enjoys the following mapping property: whenever A, B E %2 and f: A -+ B is 
an injective homomorphism and g: A -+ I is a homomorphism, then there is 
a homomorphism h: B + I such that h of= g. Dually, an element P of %7 is 
a projective in g if P enjoys the dual mapping property: whenever f: B --f A 
is a surjective homomorphism and g: P -+ A is a homomorphism, then 
there is a homomorphism h: P + B such that f 0 h = g. If the class % has free 
objects, then an element P of $9 is projective if and only if P is a retract of 
some free object F, i.e., if and only if there exist homomorphisms f: P -+ F 
and g: F-t P such that gof = l,, the identity homomorphism on P. 
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Let us close the Introduction with a statement of known results for 
regular [lo], normal [12], and rectangular bands. 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 12, Theorem 11. Let B be a regular (normal5 rec- 
tangular) band. Then Green’s relations 93 and Y are congruences on B, 
is left regular [xyx = xy] (left normal [axy = ayx], /eft zero [ax = 
9 is right regular (right normal, right ro), and the rna~~i~g 
L,) for a E B is an isomorphism of onto the spined product 
THEOREM 1.2. Let L, P be left regular (left normal, left zero) bands and 
let Q be right regular (right normal, right zero) bands. Let 
F: LQ9K -+ PO Q be a homomorphism. Then F= (f, g) where both f: L -+ P 
and g: R -+ Q are homomorphisms. 
CORQLLARU 1.3. Let B = L @ R be a regular (normal, rectangular) band. 
Then B is injective (projective) as a regular (normai, rectangular) band fan 
only gf k is injective (projective) as a left regular (left normal, left zero) ban 
and R is injective (projective) as a right regular (right normal, right zero) 
band. 
Proof Since homomorphisms factor [Theorem 1.21, then B enjoys the 
required mapping properties to be injective (projective) if and only if both 
L and also enjoy the same mapping properties. 
II. A DECOMPOSITION THEORE 
The purpose of this section is to show that in some varieties of * bands, 
every band is constructed in a certain canonical way. As a result, in these 
varieties, there is no difference between a * band B being injective (projec- 
tive) as a band and as a * band. First, given any band L, it will be shown 
ow to construct a * band from L. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L be a band. Let Ld be the dual band to L. Since L 
and Ld are based on the same structure semilattice, form the spined product 
L@ Ld. On L @ Ld, define a unary operation * by (a, b)* = (b, a). Then 
L@Ld is a * band. 
Proof: Since L@ Ld is certainly a band, it is enough to check that the 
operation * has the required properties. Obviously, (a, b)** = (a, bf. Also, 
(a, b)(a, 6)” (a, 6) = (a, b)(b, a)(c). h) = (aba, bab) = (a, b) as a and b belong 
to the same rectangular component of L. Finally, taking care to use the 
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dual operations in the second coordinate, [(a, b)(x, y)]* = (ax, yb)* = 
(Yb, ax) = (Y, x)(b, a) = (4 VI* (a, b)*. 
The next result will show that every regular (normal, rectangular) * 
band is of the type constructed in Proposition 2.1. For the remainder of the 
paper, whenever a band of the form L Q Ld appears, it is understood to be 
a * band under (a, b)* = (b, a). Whenever B and C are * bands, then the 
notation B & C will mean that B and C are isomorphic as * bands, not just 
as bands. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B be a regular (normal, rectangular) * band. Then 
B % L @ Ld where L = B/95! is left regular (left normal, left zero). 
Proof Consider B/9 and B/9 as bands. The map 8: L, --f R,* (a E B) is 
an anti-isomorphism of B/9 onto B/S?. Thus, the map 0 is an isomorphism 
of B/9 onto (B/9)d. By Theorem 1.2, @: a --t (R,, R,*) is an isomorphism 
of B onto B/95! @ (B/9)d. This mapping @ also preserves * since 
[G(a)]* = (R,, Rae)* = (R,,, R,) = @(a*). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let B be a regular (normal, rectangular) * band. Then 
B is injective (projective) as a regular (normal, rectangular) * band if and 
only tf B is injective (projective) as a regular (normal, rectangular) band. 
Proof Note that B/.!%! is injective as a left regular band if and only if 
(B/9)d is injective as a right regular band. Thus, each of being injective as 
a regular * band and being injective as a regular band is equivalent to B/g 
being injective as a left regular band. The statements in parenthesis follow 
from a similar argument. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let B = L Q Ld be a regular (normal, rectangular) * 
band where L is left regular (left normal, left zero). Then B is injective (pro- 
jective) as a regular (normal, rectangular) band if and only if L is injective 
(projective) as a left regular (left normal, left zero) band. 
III. INJECTIVES 
RESULT 3.1. Every rectangular * band is injective as a rectangular * 
band. 
Proof By [6, Lemma 3.11, every rectangular band is injective. By 
Corollary 2.3, every rectangular * band is injective. 
There are at least two theorems in the literature which characterize the 
injective normal bands. One is for left normal bands and one is for normal 
bands. By Corollaries 1.3 and 2.3, these also characterize injective normal * 
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bands. For completeness we record those two theorems here. 
that tbese two theorems are more alike than they might appear to be at 
first glance. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Gerhard [6, Theorem 4.4.1). IA I. be a Pefi norma 
band. Then L is injective if and only $ L is complete, ~~~~~itely d~str~b~t~ve~ 
and has onto structure maps. 
In Gerhard’s formulation, a left normal band L is called complete if v H 
exists for all commutative subsets H of L. Also L is called infinitely dis- 
tributive if v (HK) = ( v H)( v K) whenever H and are subsets of % 
such that v H and v K exist. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Schein, [ll, Theorem, p. 1701). Let N be a Norman 
band. Then N is injective if and only if Iv is complete, ~~~~ite~y distributive, 
and has onto structure maps. 
Schein’s definition of completeness differs from Gerhard’s definition. In 
Schein’s formulation, a subset H of a normal band N is called ~ompatibie if 
dsl, ,(s) = $,,, ,(t) whenever s, t E H, where the 8s are the structure mappings 
of the normal band N. The normal band N is then called complete if v H 
exists for all compatible subsets H of N. 
When IV is normal, it is easy to see that 
D,,,,(s) = @SC t(t), then sts = tst. However, in any b 
sts = tst impiies that st = ts since st = (st)(st) = (sts) t 
(sts) s = (tst) s = ts. Thus, if N is compatible in Sche 
commutative. On the other hand, if El is commutative and s: t E H, then 
SD = 1st from which QsI, Js) = @St, ,(t). Thus, H is commutative if and o 
if H is compatible. It follows that Gerhard’s result applied to normal ba 
gives the same characterization as Schein’s result for normal bands. 
Gerhard has shown [6, Theorem 2.2.1 that if Y is a variety of ban 
with Y not contained in the variety of normal bands, then the only injec- 
tives in V are the injective semilattices. The analogous result also holds for 
* bands, as the next proposition will show. 
OPQSITIQN 3.4. Let V be a variety of * bands with V d 
[axyb = ayxb] = [axa = ax*a]. Let IE V be a V injective. Then B is an 
injective semilattice. 
Proof: The argument here is an adaptation of C&-hard’s argument for 
the analogous theorem for bands without involution. 
Let {O, I} be a two element set and let (0, l> c A’. Let Fx be the fu 
transformation semigroup on X. Let S = S(X) c & be the subband of Fx 
which consists of all constant maps a, (x E X); together with functions $, 
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and c, (x E X: x # 0,l) where b,(x) = c,(x) = x, b,(y) = 0, c,(y) = 1 when 
x # y. Then S is a left regular band [xyx = q]. 
The set K = { aO, a, } is an ideal of S and the ideal congruence 
Zcong(K) = {(d, e) E S x S: either d, e E K or d= e} is the smallest non- 
trivial congruence on S. 
Now let Sd be the dual band of S and consider S @ Sd as a * band. As 
S@ Sd is the spined product of a left regular band and a right regular 
band then SO Sd is * regular band [axaya = axya]. Note that K@ Kd is a 
2 x 2 ’ rectangular subband and an ideal of S @ Sd. Note also that 
Z Cong(K@ Kd) is the smallest nontrivial * congruence on SO Sd. 
Assume now that Z is not a semilattice. Then there exists awl with 
a # a”. Thus J= {a, a*, au*, a*~> is a 2 x 2 rectangular subband of I. 
Now let f:K@Kd +-++ JcZ be a * homomorphism and let 
xK@Kd--,S@S d be the inclusion homomorphism. Since SO Sd E 
[axuya] c Y and Z is injective in Y, there is a * homomorphism 
g: S @ Sd -+ Z such that fo E = g. Since Z Cong(K @ Kd) is the smallest non- 
trivial congruence, then g must be an injective map. Thus, 
S @ Sd = S(X) @ S(X)d is embedded in Z for all sets X, a contradiction. 
IV. PR~JECTIVES 
The purpose of this section is to consider the projectives in the varieties 
of * bands. As with bands without involution, the results at this time are 
less complete than the results on injectives. 
RESULT 4.1. Every rectangular * band is projective as a rectangular * 
band. 
Proof By [ 13, Proposition 2.11, every rectangular band is projective as 
a rectangular band. By Corollary 2.3, every rectangular * band is projective 
as a rectangular * band. 
There is in the literature a theorem which tells which left normal bands L 
are projective as left normal bands. Dualized, the theorem tells which right 
normal bands 9 are projective as right normal bands. Thus, this theorem 
will by Corollary 1.3 tell which normal bands are normal band projective 
and then by Corollary 2.3 tell which normal * bands are normal * band 
projective. We record that theorem here. 
THEOREM 4.2 [ 13, Theorem 2.21. Let L be a left normal band. Then L 
is projective as a left normal band if and only if 
(1) n(L), the greatest semilattice image of L, is semilattice projective, 
(2) each 9 class of L is finite, 
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(3) for each a EL, the set A(a) of all left identities of a has an identity, 
and 
(4) whenever a, b, CE L with CE Dab, then either D, n A(c) # 
D, A n(c) # CD. 
Theorem 4.2 gives a reasonably manageable characterization of projec- 
tive left normal bands. It is not at all clear, however, just how one mig 
give a characterization of a projective normal band N without resorting 
the quotient spaces N/S? and N/.9. Mowever, it is possible to give a charac- 
terization of which normal * bands are projective as no 
characterization depends on the projections. In a * band an element x is 
a projection if x* = x. Thus if B= LQLd whelre (a, b)* = (b, a), then (a, b) 
is a projection if and only if a = b. 
THEORE~M 4.3. Let N be a normal * band. Then N is projective as c1 
normal * baizd if and only if 
(1) YC(N) = N/9 is projective as a semilattice, 
(2) each 2 class of N is finite, 
(3) SOY each p E Proj(N), the set U(p) of identities of p has an iderztity 
i(p), and i(p) E Proj(N), and 
(4) whenever a, b, p E N with p E Proj(N) then either 
D, n U(p) n Proj(N) # @ or D, n U(p) n Proj(N) # 
ProoJ Let L be a left normal band. The reader will be able to verify 
without difficulty that L satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2 if and only 
if t @ Ld satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3. 
We now turn our attention to * bands which are not normal. In the case 
of bands without involution, a characterization of the projectives is still to 
come. In the case of * bands, we are also not able to characterize all pro- 
jectives. e are able to show that if a * band is projective as a * ban 
then it is projective as a band. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let (Xa : a E A > be a family of * bands. Then the ~nvo~~~io~ 
* on the X,‘s can be extended to the band free product ,# Xa. ~~rt~ermore~ 
a X0 with this involution is thereby the * band free product. 
First of all, recall that II, X, may be characterize pr, VP 
where F= X, is the semigroup free product of (X0 : a E A > and 1 is the 
congruence relation on F generated by PO = ((w, w”): w  E F>. 
Introduce a unary operation * on F ky (a, a2... a,)* = (a,*... a: af). Mote 
that when (w, v) EBB, then (IV*, v*)E~~. It follows that * may be delined 
on F/p by (wp)” = w*p. 
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On the band F/p, Green’s relation 9 is a semilattice congruence from 
which it follows that wfl9 w*p = (w/3)*. Since the 9 classes are rectangular 
bands, then (wfl)(w/I)* (wp) = w/I. It follows that (F//3;,*) is a * band. 
To check that F//3 has the mapping properties required for a * band free 
product, let B be any * band, and let 8,: X, + B be a * homomorphism for 
each a E A. Since LI, X, = F/p is the band free product, there exists a uni- 
que homomorphism 8: F/,0 -+ B such that 8 1 X, = 8, for each a E A. It is 
now just a routine calculation that f3 preserves * using the facts that each 
8, preserves * and u X, generates F//I. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A be a set and let F, be the free band on the set A. 
Then FA is also a * band with the involution (ala,... a,,)* = a,,... a2a1, where 
aiE A. 
Proof This follows from Lemma 4.4, since FA is the band free product 
of a collection of one element bands. 
RESULT 4.6. FA is a * retract of F:, the free * band on the set A. 
Proof. For this lemma, let ’ denote the involution operation on F,. 
Thus a0 = a when a E A and (a, a, . . . an)’ = a,... a,. 
Since FA is a free band and Fz is a band, the map E: A + F: by 
E(U) = aa* extends uniquely to a homomorphism E: F, -+ F:. For a E A, 
then [E(U)]* = (au*)* = au* = E(a) = E(aO). Since A generates F, and 
[&(a)]* = E(aO) for all a~ A, it follows that the homomorphism E also 
preserves the unary operations. 
Since F; is a free * band and FA is a * band, the mapping @: A --) F, by 
@(a) = a extends uniquely to a * homomorphism @: F; --t FA. 
Now when a E A, then (@ 0 E)(U) = @(E(U)) = @(aa*) = @(a) @(a*) = 
[@(a)][@(a)]“=~a~=aa=a. Since A generates F,, then @OE= 1,. 
COROLLARY 4.7. F, is projective as a * band. 
Proof This follows immediately from Result 4.6, since a retract of a free 
is projective. 
RESULT 4.8. Fz is a * retract of FzA. 
Proof For each UE A, let x,, y, be distinct symbols so that 
2A=(x,:a~A}u(y,:a~A}. 
Now FzA is a * band by Corollary 4.5. Since F$ is a free * band and FzA 
is a * band, the map 8: A --*F,, by e(a) = x, yu extends uniquely to a * 
homomorphism 8: F; -+ F,,. 
Since F2A is a free band and F; is a band, the map !PI 2A -+ F: by 
Y( x,) = aa” and Y(y,) = a*a extends uniquely to a homomorphism 
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Y:F,,-+F;. Since x,*=xu in Fz‘,,, then [Y(x,)]*=((aa*)*= 
(x,) = Y[(x,)*]. Dually, Y(y,) = Y[(y,)*]. Since 2A 
F 2A, then Y is a * homomorphism. 
Now ( YO 8)(a) = Y(xay,) = Y(x,) Y(ya) = aa*a*a = aa*a = a. Sime A 
generates F; ) then Y 0 0 = 1 FAq. 
THEQREM 4.9. Let B be a * band. Then is projective as Q * band $aand 
only if B is a * retract of F, for some set X. 
ProoJ Assume tirst that B is projective as a * band. Then is a * 
retract of F; for some set A. By Result 4.8, J’; is a * retract of F,, . Thus, 
is a * retract of F*A. 
Conversely, suppose that B is a * retract of Fx for some set X 
Result 4.6, F, is a * retract of F$. Thus, B is a * retract of F; from which 
B is projective as a * band. 
@OROLLARY 4.10. Let B be a * band. If B is projective as a * band, then 
is projective as a band. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Theorem 4.9, since B is a retract 
of a free band. 
QUESTION 4.1 I. Is the converse to Corollary 4.10 true’ or fake? State 
otherwise, if B is a * band and B is a retract of a free band, does it follow 
that B is also a * retract of a free band? 
We close this section with an isomorphism theorem which 
appear (to this author) to give direct information on the * pr 
bands, but does give information on the structure of free * bands. 
Let A be a set. For aE A, let R, be the 2 x 2 rectangular 
j%, L’,, u,u,, v,u,}. R, is a * band by ug =vU, v$ =u,, (u,u,)* = u,u,, 
and (v,u,)* = v,u,. 
THEOREM 4.12. F; & II R,. 
P y Lemma 4.4, II R, is a * band. Since Fz is a * band on A 
and a * band, define a * homomorphism 8: F; ---j u by defining 
6 on the basis A, B(a) = U, for a E A. 
Now for a E A, let !PO: R, --f F; by Y,(u,) = a, YJu,) = a*, B%V,) = 
aa*, YU(u,u,) = a*a. It is easy to see that Y0 is a * homomorp m. Since 
is a free product by Lemma 4.4, there is a unique * homo~or~bism 
Y: & R, --j F? such that !&‘I R, = YO for a E A. 
Now (YoB)(a)= Y(u,)= f a or all aE A. Also (60 Y)(y) = y for 
YE UR,, as is easy to compute, Since A generates Fz, then Yo B is t 
entity on A. Since u R, generates II R,, then 8 0 Y is 1: 
ic”,. 
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V. AN EXAMPLE 
This last section will consist of an example of a band C with two 
involution operations, ’ and *, such that (C, “) is not isomorphic to (C, *). 
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that such a C must not be regular. First let us 
make two observations. 
(1) Whenever B is a band, then 0 is an involution on B @ Bd by 
(x, y)” = (JJ, x) [Proposition 2.11. 
(2) Whenever B is a * band, then Bd is also a * band by using the 
same operation *. Thus B@J Bd is a * band by the operation 
(4 Y)* = cx*, Ye). 
RESULT 5.1. (B@ Bd, 0 ) is not isomorphic to (B@ Bd, *) when 
B=F,=F, thefree bandon A={a,b,c}. 
Proof: Recall that B is a * band by Corollary 4.5. By (2) above, 
(B@ Bd, *) is a * band. 
First, it will be shown that if ~1: FQ Fd+ F@ Fd were a 0 - * 
isomorphism, then there would be a 0 - * isomorphism @ such that @ is 
the identity on C= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c)}. Let rr be any permutation of 
A = (a, b, c}. Then rc extends to an automorphism of F since F is free with 
basis A. Then p: B@ Bd + B@ Bd by p(x, y) = (z(x), rc(y)) is a o - o 
automorphism. Thus, M o/3 would be a 0 - * isomorphism. The result 
follows immediately from this. 
Consider D = D(ab, ab), the 9 class of F@ Fd which contains (ab, ab). 
The 0 projections in D are (ab, ab), (ba, ba), (aba, aba), and (bab, bab). 
The * projections in D are (aba, bab), (bab, aba), (aba, aba), and 
(bab, bab). Now assume that @: FQ Fd --f F@ Fd is a 0 - * isomorphism 
which is the identity on C= ((a, a), (b, b), (c, c)>. Then @(aba, aba)= 
@[(a, a)(b, b)(a, a)] = (a, a)(b, b)(a, a) = (aba, aba) and dually @(bab, bab) 
= (bab, bab). Since any 0 - * homomorphism must preserve projections, 
then either @(ab, ab) = (aba, bab) or @(ab, ab) = (bab, aba). Similar 
observations apply to the 9 classes D(ac, ac) and D(bc, bc). 
Since (ab, ab)* (ab, ab) = (ba, ba)(ab, ab) = (bab, aba) and (ab, ab) 
(ab, ab)” = (ab, ab)(ba, ba) = (aba, bab), then (bab, aba) Y(ab, ab) 
g(aba, bab). Thus, there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
@(ab, ab) = (aba, bab). 
Case 1 
Assume that @(ac, ac) = (aca, cat). Then @(abcab, abcab) = @[(ab, ab) 
(c, c)(ab, ab)] = (aba, bab)(c, c)(aba, bab) = [(aba)(c)(aba), (bab)(c)(bab)]. 
Also @(abacab, abacab) = @[(ab, ab)(ac, ac)(ab, ab)] = (aba, bab) 
(aca, cac)(aba, bab) = [(aba)(aca)(aba), (bab)(cac)(bab)] = [(aba)(c) 
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(aba), (ab)(c)(bab)]. Thus, @(abcab, abcab) = @(abacab, abacab) an 
is not injective, a contradiction. 
Case 2 
Assume that O(ac, ac) = (cat, aca). 
Case 2.A. Assume that @(bc, be) 
(bcb, cbc) and @(ba, ba) = (bab, aba). 
@(bcbabc, bcbabc) and so @ is not injec 
Assume that @(bc, bc) = (cbc, bcb). Then @(bcabc, bcabc) = 
@[(bc, bc)(a, a)(bc, bc)] = (cbc, bcb)(a, a)(cbc, bcb) = ~(~bc)(a)(c~c)~ 
(~cb)(a)(~cb)] = [(cbc)(cac)(cbc), (bcb)(aca)(bcb)] = (cbc, bcb)(cac, aca) 
(cbc, bcb) = @(bc, bc) @(ac, ac) @(be, be) = @(bcacbc, bcacbc), and again 
is not injective. 
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